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Abstract 

A class of Independent parton emission models Is generalized 

by ,the introduction of the colour degrees of freedom. In the 

proposed models colour confinement extorts strong long—range 

forward-backward correlations, the rise of one-particle inolu-

sive distribution and the KNO scaling. It leads to the analyt¬ 

ically calculable definite asymptotio predictions for the 

ratio which depend) only on the choice of the oolour group. 

Multiplicity distribution develops a remarkably long tail. 

Independent emission of partioles or clusters is a basio 

idea underlying a large variety of mul t± par tide production 

models. In this paper we want to point out that these models 

may be substantially modified by the incorporation of the colour 

degrees of freedom and oolóur confinement. 

We assume that the production process takes place in two 

steps - 1) production of ooloured par tons (queries, gluons), 

uniform In rapidity 2) their subsequent ̂ recombination Into 

hadrons. It is the second step during which the mechanism of 

colour confinement is at work. 

Similar model without oolour degrees of freedom has been 

investigated by Cerny, Liohard and Pisut [1] . In their model 

the quarks and antiquarks are distributed according to the 

longitudinal phase-space and a well-speoifled recombination 

process is defined. The generalization of the principle of 

Independent emission to coloured gluons, quarks and antiquarks 

is straightforward, In suoh a generalized model the oolour 

is assigned to each particular gluon (quark) at random thus 

invalidating the simple recombination rules used In ref. [i] . 

Ve must therefore find suoh rules which would be compatible 



with the dogma of colour confinement. 

Now, since colour confinement is a large-distance phenomenon, 

we have chosen the classical description of longitudinal evolu¬ 

tion of the system during the high energy collision as discussed 

in detail by Gottfried and Low £2} . Due to colour confinement 

two groups of coloured objects fgluons) receding from each other 

must exchange colour among themselves. Such an exchange evokes 

a subsequent production of particles, whioh may depend on the 

colour representation of the groups of gluons. This is the 

point where the confinement of colour might modify the results 

of independent parton emission models as we shall see in the 

next Section where our model is formulated in a more detailed 

form. 

The model is well-defined and determines all the experimen¬ 

tally available information on multiparticle production proces¬ 

ses, i.e» inclusive speotra, multiplicity distribution and 

correlations. Xt allows the analytical calculations of inclusive 

speotra and correlation functions. To obtain multiplicity 

distributions and forward-backward correlations numerical calcu¬ 

lations have been performed. The qualitative predictions of the 

model are in agreement with the data. He would like to stress 

that it was not our intention to fit the observed multiplicity 

distribution or the forward-backward correlations. Ve wanted 

to investigate what is the pure effect of colour confinement 

and therefore we decided to simplify the dynamics as much as 

possible. Our results may be summarized as follows. 

I) The model gives definite predictions for the 3^n> ratios 

which do not depend on any parameters of the model but the 

choice of the colour symmetry group. In particular we have 

found asymptotically (<U> -» o©) that ~~ = fjr ^ fife 
for UC1)# SU(2) and SU(3) colour symmetry group respectively. 

Z) The model gives the rising one-particle inclusive spectrum-, 

and consequently multiplicity growing faster than logarithmically 



with energy. , 

3) Multiplicity distribution develops a remarkably long tail. 

k) There are strong forward-baokward correlations similar to 

those observed at ISR 

These results differ qualitatively from the predictions of 

the "uncoloured" models and show how substantial changes may 

follow from the incorporation of colour degrees of freedom. 

Ve think that the -model possesses several interesting features 

and may provide us with some new insights on the mechanism of 

nmltiparticle production processes* 

The paper is organised as follows. In the next Section we 

present our basic ideas, motivations and the physical picture. 

In Section 3 the SU(2) symmetric model is discussed in detail. 

The results of the SU(2) symmetric model are given in Section k, 

the actual calculations being shifted to Appendix. The closing-

Section is devoted to the discussion, presentation of numerical 

results and conclusions. 

2.T5ie model and its motivation 

The model we present is the simplest possible generalization 

of the independent parton emission model £ij . We have decided 

to concentrate on the problem how the incorporation of colour 

degrees of freedom might affect the results of independent 

emission model and therefore we have left untouched numerous 

detailed questions. The physical idea underlying the model is 

similar to that of ref. [1] . During the first stag-© of hadron-

hadron collision a compound system consisting of valence Quarks and 

partons from the sea (quarks, gluons) is formed. In their 

paper Cerny, Lichard and Pi^ut do not construct a model for 

this stage of the collision but rather start from the rapidity 

distribution of partons, which are assumed to be distributed 



aoeording to the longitudinal phase space (with energy -
momentum constraints taken into aocount) . Vhat we add to 
their assumptions is the concept of randomly coloured par tons. 
Each particular quark and /or gluon may be assigned any colour 
the mere restriction being that the whole state has to be a 
colour singlet. Ihe question of how such a state might be 
oreated lies outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless one 
can think of the produced state of gluons quark-antiquark 
pairs as a simple generalization of the unoorrelated jet 
model {Ml to the process with the production of ooloured gluons 
Hie operator which produces gluons sight well be taken from 
this model to be 

Y 

Such an operator creates the state of randomly ooloured gluons 
located on the rapidity axis also at random. Ihe density of 
ooloured particles is constant on the rapidity axis. In such 
a way an independent gluon emission-model may be defined. The 
conoept of endowing partons with colour at random constitutes 
a straightforward generalization of the independent emission 
models and therefore ought to be investigated. 

At the second stage the prooess of„recombination occurs. 
Simple reoombinatlon rules used in ref. [i] oannot be utilised 
now because a quark - antiquark pair is rarely in a oolour 
singlet state. On the other hand va know that colour is 
confined. Sinoe this is a large distance phenomenon we turn 
to the olasaical description of the longitudinal evolution 
of the system as discussed by Gottfried and Low £Ż] . Ihey 
have shown that after some time the state may be desoribed by 
the positions and Tapidities of the i<ave packets of secondaries 
and that the spreading of the paokets is ignorable over the 
time interval corresponding to the separation of the paokets. 
Aocording to their ideas let us oaloulate the distanoe between 



two parton wave paokets,. neighbouring In rapidity, after they 
have spatially separated. Take the CM-system as a reference 
frame, Let &z and óo be the position and (nomentum uncertainties flf 
the secondary under question: Ai. £iQ Ct M . Assume fixed 

A ^ 4 ^ rapidity uncertainly A\/»^4c • v© compare ^2 vlth the 
JE. c-

distance between two wave paokets separated in rapidity by o; p p y y 
"tS/c«ok Y t where t i s the CM-time. Going to 

the gluon rest frame we get for ^lf ** ^^V 

Therefore for a plausible gluon (quark) separation O«4. and 

assuming d̂ -.î 'i-fin as a distanoe at which confinement effects 

start to appear we obtain A U <^ /5 /. Thus one can 

safely assume that hadronization process takes plaoe after the 

well-located In rapidity gluons (quarks) have spatially 

separated - to this end we need confinement forces at work 

for distances larger than -v1 fn which is in agreement with 

current expectation*. 

At this point wo must specify how the elongated in space, 

locally not compensated in oolour, state transforms into the 

y In the Gottf ried-Ix>w original paper the cessation of inter-

aotion defined by the detachment of 1 ferml ooours before the 

wave paokets have separated. This is so when A\J-*O . For 

Au%> /5 however the separation occurs just when the distance 

is 1 fm. Their funotion i2»(>0 which gives the space-time 

distribution of secondaries of type a and momentum q will in 

our pioture determine the upaoe-time distribution of colour. 

The only important difference between ref.|_2j and our picture 

is the long-range character of the colour oonfining interactions. 



final state consisting of many colour singlesta. In the follow-

ing w© will state our second assumption which constitutes the 

generalization of refs jjQ, [sj . If a group of coloured partons 

• in the representation R of the colour group moves in one direc¬ 

tion and another group of partons in the representation R 

(together forming colour singlet) moves in the opposite direc¬ 

tion after some time the colour must be exchanged between these 

two groups. This should be accompanied by the production of 

new partioles thus effectively creating final state interaction. 

The number of partioles produoed will in general depend on the 

representation R, the simplest example being the difference 

between 3-3 and 8—8 separation visualized in Fig. 1 a.b. 

In faot we may expeot the density of particles produced 

being proportional to the Casimir operator C &Q that gives fsj 

<-n>aS /*Cr$j- - x" • Guided by the existing pictures of 3-3 and 

8-8 separation we expect the average multiplicity to be 

aC20?O4y with Ay being the available longitudinal phase 
space. The typical hadrónization process is shown in Fig. 2. 

Ve will now make a few technical assumptions which will 

facilitate .the solution of our problem. First we neglect the 

energy - momentum conservation and suppress the transverse 

degrees of freedom. Secondly the positions of partons on the 

rapidity axis are assumed to be known exactly. We restriot 

ourselves to the situations with partons equally distanced in 

rapidity. Similar assumption worked quite well in the multi-

peripheral- type models [6J , The third technical assumption 

consents the multiplicity of hadrons produced by the link 

on the rapidity axis connecting two groups of partons in colour 

representations R and R. The expected Foissonian distribution 

of multiplicity with the average multiplicity j3 CYft) &y 

will be replaced by the average multiplicity in the actual 

calculations. Sinoe we were mainly interested in the effects 

depending on colour confinement and oolour group structure we 

have deoided to simplify the model as for as possible retaining' 



only its Individual acvel features. In fact the second and 
third technical assumptions will be relaxed in the last Section 
in which we show that they do not affect the asymptotic 
properties of the model* 

We are now ready to formulate the problem mathematically. 
Consider the sequenoe of K equally-distanced randomly coloured 
gluons (Fig. 3) on the rapidity axis. Ve wish to calculate 
one- and two- particle inclusive distribution functions. If the 
colour symmetry group is StT(N) we aslc: what is the probability 
of finding the (m,nH-1) - link (Fig.3) to be a link connecting 
R and R colour representations. On the left (right) hand side 
of the link we have a tensor produot of m (N-m) adjoint repre¬ 
sentations A of the SU(J() group. Denoting the multiplicity 
of representation R in the tensor product A®A®... ®A of m 
A-representations by E (JR.) the number of events with the 
(m,m+1) -link in R representation is easily shown to be 

di*. «O-dta*ĆR> K 
where the denumerator divides out the unwanted non-singlet 
configurations in the produot R<& R. The total number lM^ of 
events is 

and the probability of finding the (m,m+i) -link in R-represent-
ation is therefore 

For one- and two- particle inclusive distributions we obtain 



2 

/2.6a/ 

/2.6b/ 

where 

with •K^l^/*^) denoting the nraltiplioity of R,, representation 
in the produot T Ż ^ . A ^ A f f ..* ^>A, , if tne glwm 
multiplicity dietribution is given by xrN then for the averaged 
multiplicity and averaged number of pairs of final atate parti¬ 
cles one obtains: 

N-4 
XN 

/2.8b/ 

v.lth Cl̂ ia )/(N-iL) , i being the length of the populated 
rapidity region. In Eq. 2.8b we negleot m<=m2 contribution 
sinoe it vanishes aayraptotioally for N-> OO when oompared 
with the sum of m..=|* m^ terms, in analytio calculations we are 
interested in asymptotic (s-*oo) properties of the model and 
therefore in the limit N-> OO . From the construction it is 
dear that the ratio "3V<£*x> will not depend on S for < łV̂ «» OO. 
It may depend on the colour symmetry group and the ^ -distri-

N 



button only. Since we want to know what are the pure confinement 

effects we take the ^^-distribution to be Poissonian. It is 

then obvious that asymptotically the ratio 'S)/<i.rC/> for a given 

oolour group does not depend on any parameters. From the oon-

struotion it is also well seen that the random walk in the space 

of colour representations is the origin of the rise of the one-

particle inclusive distributions with ^N) . The actual evalu¬ 

ation, of Kl» C%y^ *a the task of the next two Sections. 

3. Ill© SIT 2 — symmetric model 

In ahXa Seotion we present a model with SV{2) being the 

oolour symmetry* Ve have decided to describe such a model even 

though the aotual oolour symmetry is SU(3) because i) the 

results turn out to be dependent on the gauge group in question 

Z) SU(s) is simpler and, consequently, it is easier to shown how 

the method works. Ve oonsider a model with Su(2) -gluons dis¬ 

tributed uniformly on the rapidity axis. 

The oentral question is to determine the function Ky^ 

which gives the multiplicity of the 2k+1 -dimensional repre¬ 

sentation of SU(2) in the tensor product of m triplets. From 

the recurrence relation 

supplied with the initial condition 

we find the generating funotion 

10 



/3-3/ 

The set cf the multiplicities J1*,̂  (.W may be nioely visual¬ 

ised as a triangle shown in Table 1. The rules of constructing 

such a triangle can be read off directly from Eqs (3.2) , C3.3). 

The initial condition (3.2) ensures cancelling of the unwanted 

representations -1, 1 In the tensor product 4 ® 3 «-i(jJ 4 © 3 . 

As a result the multiplicities for negative dimensions 2k+1 

are negative and form a mirror image of the positive multipli¬ 

cities under k+2: -k-1. 

Since the representation multiplicity K (-U) is given by 

the coefficient of \l&)a.t Z U 

one can easily find the normalization factor 

'"It 



In our analytio calculations we are interested in asymptotic 

(W-? co) properties of the model. Therefore we use the saddle-point 

method (with f«0 the dominating saddle-point) to find from/}. 5/ 

In the following we shall always omit such non-asymptotic 

terms as in Eq./3.6/ since their contributions are negligible 

for <ff\f>->«3 . In this region the saddle-point method gives 

exact results for such interesting observables as one- anci 

two- particle inolusive distributions, the average multiplicity 

and the -£~ ratio. Even for N as small as 5,6, ... Eq. 

/3,6/ is still quite a good approximation. 

Since the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator C are 

equal for the positive 2k+1 dimensional representation and its 

2(-k-i)+1 - dimensional image the one-particle inclusive distri¬ 

bution is given by 

+•00 

/J.7/ 

We compute as before using the saddle—point method 

The two-particle distribution function may Itm obtained analo¬ 

gously from 

12 



yielding 

Assuming the gluon multiplicity distribution 3jf to be 

Poissonian and replacing the Poisson distribution by the delta 

function in the limit <^N>->oO one gets the following inclusive 

speotra 

; 
y(l~ y) 

vhere M j ^i^i. a r e ^ n e rapidities of the detected particles. 

We notice from /3.10/ that the inclusive one -particle distribu¬ 

tion rises infinitely proportionally to 

Irom /3.1O/ one further obtains 

< N>Y 

Clearly, the value ~^~i> as calculated above depends on some 

of the assumptions, particularly it depends on the power depen¬ 

dence "X of the density of produced hadrons on £C2f*O3 

Obviously for -̂> Q we reoover the old "uncoloured" model with 

3>Aw> -* O . Ve think that our choice ^ " i i3 well motivated 

and we find the result /3.1i/ remarkable. Por V smaller 

(larger) than 1 the average multiplicity (for <TN^ /VJ Yj increases 

slower (faster) than log s. 

13 



k. The su(3) - symmetric model 

In $he case of SU(3) being1 colour group each representation 

ia labelled by two integers (riP) • There are in principle two 

possible models with gluons or quarks and antiquarks distributed 

at random along the rapidity axis, any mixture of these two mod¬ 

els being also allowed. 

First we will consider- the model with randomly coloured 

gluons. In this model the generating function is given by 

vhere 
. -3 -3 

and 

As in the case of SU(2^ one can visualise it graphically (Fig.W) 

The (.r,p) —plane is divided into six sectors each of which is 

a mirror image of the sector T^OjO^O . -The representation 

multiplicities are equal at the points (r,p) , (-p-r-3»r) , 

(.Pi — P—r"3) and have opposite sign at (—p— 2, —r—2), Cr+P+''»~P~2^ 

(̂ -r-2, r+p+i). In all these points the Casimir operator eigen-
2 / 2 2\ 

value C (rfp*) = 1/3^" + r p + p ) + r + p is the same thus 

facilitating the computation of the inclusive distributions. 

The actual calculations'which once again make use of the saddle-

point method are shifted to the Appendix. Here we quote the 

results only. 



Ve obtain 

f 
Similarly as before for Poiaaonian zCj--distribution and. 
one geta in the SU(3) aynaaetrio independent gluon enissidn aodel 

A. 3/ 

Iłte second model we nave studied is the one with randomly 
coloured quark* and antiquaries from the sea. Hie numbers of 
quarks and antiquaries are equal to £f and the whole system is 
in a colour singlet state. There are no other correlations 
among quarks and antiquaries. The typical configuration is shown 
in Fig. 5. In this model the generating function is 

with 

Using the M U M methods as before one oaloulates 

15 



A. 
and assuming that asymptotloally vT^ °J 0(,N—_^N^J one obtains 

Y* A.6/ 

Henoe after the replaoenent of gluons by tmoorrelated quark-

antiquark pairs neither tne resulting tiro-pnrtloXe correlation 

function nor the dispersion are ohan^ed. Ve nave oheoked that 

for the model of the type just dlsousaed based on U(i) group 

(i.e. only + and - particles j one gets^—-s \|y . Ine relation¬ 

ship between 5&> f°T different groups is therefore simple 

A.?/ 

Therefore the inorease in the number of group parameters 

diminishes the correlations among different representations. 

Ve have not calculated higher moments of the multiplicity 

distribution since the computations beoome increasingly cumber¬ 

some* Instead ve have pex-formed a few numerical calculations 

whioh will be presented in the last Seotlon. 



5. Discussion and oonolusions 

In Section 2 we promised to relax some of 'the simplifying 
tecfanioal assumptions. In the following we show that the 
results of Seo* 3-k are not affooted by taking into eocountthe 
situations with ooloured partons randomly looated on rapidity-
axis and by broadening the link multiplicity. 

First let us assume Poissonian distribution with average 
multiplicity &C2CiO&y for a R-link. The formula /2.6a/ 
remains untouched - the density of produced partioles still 
being proportional to JOC*£R!). The two-partiole inclusive dis¬ 
tribution funotion /2.6b/ will not be altered for m..-*^m2 either. 
The only contribution from the Poissonian form of the link multi¬ 
plicity is found in <? ,(m,m). Since the mean number of particle 
pairs is ^Jf-^, ^d^^Vo*1^ t h e Poissonian contribution entering 
<h[n-<<S> through 21 %ttlrrf>}/*rO vanishes as tyf relatively 
to 2 2 2 €M(/W,%/y)V> for W-^ 00 • Therefore all our 
results ooneerning the ratios P/Ł>»> obtained asymptotioally 
in previous, seotions are valid for Poissonian link multiplicity 
too. In faot they are also valid for other link multiplicity 
distributions for which D 2 Cf-ink) <v> <^Vt(j.ink)^. The oontributi on 
from suoh a dispersion may be asymptotioally neglected for the 
same reason as before. The origin of this result is dear -
there are no other correlations between different links than 
those implied by the distribution of colour. 

Vith regard to the aeoond teohnioal assumption consider the 
situation with partons randomly looated on the rapidity axis, 
then the one - and two - par tide inclusive distribution 
functions take the form: 

17 



with ^ M ^ O / CH^tr^t) «iv«n &T Eq» /z.6f . Erom Bqa /5.1/ 
one easily reoovers all our previous results derived in Section* 

3-4. 

Sinoe the model completely determines the multiplicity 

distribution and forward-backward correlations ve have oalou-

lated them numerically. Hie link multiplicity was assumed 

oonstant ( = ) 

Multiplicity distributions thus obtained are presented in 

Fig. 6a,b for Sir(2) and Stt(3) respectively. Clearly the values 

of IS parameter may. be ohanged freely. For comparison the KKO 

curve (Miller's fit £7j)is shown there too. The distributions 

are not smooth for such small values of <sN^ . A long tail of 

multiplicity distribution is however quite well seen. Intro¬ 

duction of Poissonian link multiplicity smoothens and broadens 

the multiplicity distribution at non-asymptotio energies*,! 

Similarly in Fig.7 the forward-backward correlations for 

fixed number of SU(3)- glnons are shown. The oharaoteristio 

feature of experimental data [3]is the linear rise of the 

average multiplicity of the particles emitted in one hemi¬ 

sphere with the increase of 4e multiplicity of the partioles 

emitted in the opposite hemisphere. This tendency is repro¬ 

duced qualitatively very well in our model. 

Our model as it stands gives too small D/<n> ratio for 

SU(3). i;? should be therefore investigated whether one oould 

improve our results by the incorporation of a realistie energy-

momentum conservation and by-the introduction of transverse 

'Jlhls oan easily be dons onoe the fixed link multiplicity 

curves is given - one replaces the probability P of each 

multiplicity n by a Poisson distribution (weighed by p) with 

average multiplicity equal n. 



degrees of freedom. Also the problem of the unitarisation of 

our model remains an open question £8j . One could of oourse 

increase the ~$Ayi> ratio by relaxing- the assumption of constant 

density of gluons on the rapidity- axis .This U however vfaat ve 

would like to avoid. 

It was not the purpose of this work to fit the experimental 

data. Rather we would like to treat our model as a good theoret¬ 

ical laboratory showing the importanoe of oolour degrees of 

freedom. Let us therefore reoall our main results. 

1/ .the independent coloured parton emission model supplied 

with the dogma of colour confinement yields definite asymptotic 

predictions (<H>-»**») for the ratio 3fe £ ^ - ^. \fifo for 
U£0 » suU) f s t ^ ) colour group respectively) 

2/ The one-particle inclusive spectrum rises proportionally 

to the average number of coloured partons in the intermediate 

state. 

3/ Multiplicity distribution develops a long high multipli¬ 

city tail. 

k/ These are strong positive forward-backward correlations 

resembling qualitatively those observed ax ISR. 

All these results, novel in independent partiole emission 

models, are due to oolour confinement. Ve therefore oonolude 

that introduction of oonfined oolour degrees of freedom has 

a crucial influence on the multiparticle production oharaoter 

and a realistic model of partiole production must not neglect 

this degree of freedom. 
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Figure oaptions 

Fig. 1 • Triplet (a) and ootet (b) separation in oo^our 

•eparation multipartiole production models. 

Fig. 2. A typioal configuration in the independent coloured 

parton emission model. 

Fig. 3. N equally-dlstanoed gluon* on the rapidity axis. -

*• Sector* of the set of multiplicities for £U(^) oolour 

group. Tbe positive (negative) multiplicity seotors 

are denoted by a plus (minus) sign. As an example 

the imag« points of (,1,3) are shown. 

Fig. 5. A typical configuration in the independent quarlc-

antiquark emission model. 

Fig. 6. Multiplicity distributions for 4) SU(2) b) SU(3) 

oolou? group respectively. Solid line - fixed link 

multiplicity, dotted line - Poissonian link multi¬ 

plicity, dashed line - SNO distribution (ref. E 7j) . 

Tlie X}/̂ n> ratios correspond to the fixed link multi¬ 

plicity. 

Fig. 7. Forward-baolcward correlations in "Hie SU(p)-sywunetrio 

model. Solid line - fixed link multiplicity, dashed 

line - Poissonian link multiplicity. The number of 

ootets N fixed. 

Table oaptions 

Table 1. The set of multiplicities Ŝ tfe) for SU(2), 



Appendix 

Ve briefly describe the deriration of the SU(3) formulas 

fk.2/. First we calculate the normalization faotor 

with ^ fay)»" xy ̂  (x jy) ( ••• Bq. /«». i/). 
Sub*tltti*ln«. into/A. 1/ xme'^y"*'1*1 one seta 

vhere 

] A.3/ 
There are three donlnatlns saddle-points 

K,v.)- (0,0), (§V!T)- M T , W A.V 
Tne oontrlbutions from all these three points are eqiia-L. 

Ve evaluate the contribution from (^0^)= (o,O^ only 

22 



Inserting / A . 5 / i»to /A.I/ yields 
7 

Calculating this integral in the limit N-*cO we obtain 

To compute one- and tvo-partiole inclusive distributions we 

use the equality 

A.s/ 
4 

where 

L 
After same arduous algebra from / A . 8 / and /2.6a/ one sets 

j 

/A.9/ 

23 



with 

if IV 
We substitute )(-€ and V - 6 into /A.9/ and proceed as 

before. Again three saddle-points give the same contributions. 

The net result is Bq. /*t,2a/ . The computation of the two-parti 

cle inclusive distribution is to be done with the help of A . 8 / 

and /Z.6bf acoording to: 

A.1V 

This results into Eq./4.2b/# 

One derivation of Eq»,A.S/ is similar. 
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KORELACJE DLUGOZASICGOVB JAKO WYNIK OTICZIENIA KOLORU 

Praoa uogólnia model niezależnej emisji partonów poprzez 
•wprowadzenie kolorowych stopni swobody. V proponowanym modelu 
uwięzienie koloru wymusza silne długozasięgowe korelaoje przód-
tył, wzrost.inkluzywnych rozkładów jednooząstkowyeu i skalowa¬ 
nie KNO. Prowadzi tez do analitycznie wyznaozalnyob określo¬ 
nych asymptotyoznyoh przewidywań dla stosunku &/K*i} « które 
zalezą tylko od wyboru grupy koloru. Rozkład krotności produ¬ 
kowanych cząstek charakteryzuje się długim ogonem w obszarze 
wysokioh krotnośoi. 

KOPPEJMĘMM 2AJE&H0K) flEfiCTBiafl KAK CJEflCTBHE .SAnHPAHHH I$ETA 

Kaacc MOflejieft He3aBHcmioro HcnycKaHiw napTOHOs o6o6ąen 
BKJIM&HKH useTHHx CTenenefi CBO<5OHH. B npeaaaraeuofi 
sanupaHiie ąseia snene? sa codofl cmiBHHe Koppejinmm 

Tirna cSnepea-na3aH, POCT OflHoqaciOTHoro HHKJi»3HBHoro pacnpe-
u cKeftjiKHr KNO . B npeaene acrarnTOTiraeoKMx aseprKfl 

OTHCJieHO OTHomeHue 1 > / < H > , KOiopoe 3aBHCHi 
TOJIŁKO OT BHóopa ĘBeTHoH rpyniiH cHuueTpHH. PacnpeseaeHHe 
RpaTHOCTH nopoxaeiBHx ^aciim n0pD<jpeiaei snmnutt XBOCT B 

<5OJI5HłHX 
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